
Since the inception of Java,1,2 there has
been strong and growing interest in
Java’s security as well as in new secu-

rity issues raised by this technology’s deploy-
ment. These concerns have reached the
mainstream—the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, and others have run stories
on Java security. However, we must exam-
ine Java’s trustworthiness comprehensively,
from a broad dependability perspective,3-6

not simply from the journalistic view.
A simplistic statement such as “Java is [or is

not] secure” doesn’t come close to capturing
the complexity of the issues involved. To pass
judgment on whether Java is a trustworthy
language or platform, we must precisely
specify requirements of the overall system—
in this case, computer systems and the glob-
al Internet infrastructure.  Only then can we
hope to demonstrate vigorously that the plat-
form architecture satisfies or contributes to
the satisfaction of the overall requirements,
and that the platform’s actual implementation
satisfies the architecture’s design requirement.  

Unfortunately, neither of these two cru-
cial steps is feasible for security today. The
shape and the characteristics of the nation-
al (or global) system infrastructure are evolv-
ing rapidly. Consequently, such widely used
terms as “Internet security” cannot capture
the essence of the trustworthiness required
of such an infrastructure. (Admittedly, such
terms were not very helpful in the past,
either.) Moreover, though formal methods
have been used successfully to verify some
hardware devices, they are not sufficiently
advanced to address correctness issues of
large-scale software systems.

Given this state of affairs, we must use an
alternative (albeit less scientific and idealis-
tic) set of criteria to examine platform trust-
worthiness.  From an industrial point of
view, such criteria must include the follow-
ing considerations:

• Usability—To be ubiquitous and
accepted in the marketplace, the plat-
form must be easy to use for building
small- and large-scale systems and
applications.

• Simplicity—To inspire confidence in its
correctness, the platform cannot be too
complex to analyze (by code inspection
or testing, for example) for critical prop-
erties.

• Adequacy—The platform must contain
all essential features and building
blocks for supporting higher-level trust-
worthiness (security) requirements.

• Adaptability—The platform must
evolve with ease, following demand
and market reality.

Judged by these (perhaps biased) criteria,
Java scores very favorably compared with
other existing languages and programming
systems. In particular, Java’s platform inde-
pendence greatly reduces the complexity—
and thus the probability of design and
implementation errors—of dealing with het-
erogeneous environments. The “write once,
run everywhere” philosophy also helps
improve availability.

Moreover, the encouragement to write
code exclusively in Java (Sun’s “100% pure
Java” initiative) is highly desirable because it
forces all security controls to go through the
Java Virtual Machine. This raises the chances
of putting the necessary protection mecha-
nisms in place and getting them (almost)
right. Other popular platform systems, such
as MS-DOS/Windows, typically require
native methods with direct access to raw
system resources and devices. This makes
retrofitting nonbypassable protection mech-
anisms with backward compatibility an
almost insurmountable task.7,8

This article introduces Java’s existing secu-
rity features and the way they contribute to
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its overall usability, simplicity, adequacy, and adaptability in
the global computing arena. It also discusses JavaSoft’s plans
to make new features available as the technology evolves.  

The sandbox security model
The original security model that Java provides is known as

the sandbox, a very restricted environment in which to run
untrusted code (applets) obtained from the open network.
The essence of the sandbox model is that a computer entrusts
local code with full access to vital system resources (such as
the file system). It does not, however, trust downloaded
remote code, which can access only the limited resources
provided inside the sandbox.

We have deployed the sandbox model through the Java
Development Toolkit (JDK, the current version as of May 1997
is 1.1.2), and applications built with JDK generally adopt it.  

JDK enforces overall security through a number of mech-
anisms. First, the language is designed to be type safe1 and
easy to use.  The hope is that the burden on programmers
is such that they are less likely to make subtle mistakes than
they would using other programming languages such as C
or C++.

Second, compilers and a bytecode verifier ensure that
applications built with JDK execute only legitimate Java code.  

Moreover, a class loader defines a local name space and
ensures that an untrusted applet cannot interfere with the
operation of other Java programs.

Finally, the Java Virtual Machine mediates access to cru-
cial system resources, and a SecurityManager class checks
and restricts untrusted code’s actions to the bare minimum.  

The actual implementation of the Java language and the
runtime system is likely to contain bugs, at least for some
time, just as any large-scale software system would. This is
clearly manifested in the discovery of some well-known
bugs, perhaps most prominently those found by the research
team at Princeton University.9

Evolving the sandbox model
As Java gains popularity among users and developers,

requests for various security features have been flowing in.
Among these are support for enabling flexible and config-
urable security policies, support for cryptographic capabili-
ties, security protocols for network-based authentication and
secure communication, and easy-to-use administration tools.

Starting with JDK 1.1, JavaSoft will provide general Java
users and developers with a series of security features meet-
ing customer requirements.

Applet signing. A prominent new security feature in JDK
1.1 is built-in support for applet signing. Using this feature,
applet writers can digitally sign applets using their signature
keys. The person viewing the applet can use a known public
key to verify that the applet is correctly signed and then choose
to accept the applet as trusted. This will enable the trusted
applet to run as if it were local code. JDK 1.1 contains the nec-
essary tools for code signing, including support for digital sig-
natures, message digest, and certificate manipulation.

New architectural directions. The design of an overall
Java security architecture is constrained in a number of ways.
It must be backward compatible, but also flexible enough

to accommodate rapidly emerging technologies based on
Java. It must function across a wide range of platforms. These
include JavaOS, which is a Java-based operating system that
runs directly on naked hardware, as well as native host sys-
tems such as Microsoft Windows and MacOS.

Figure 1 shows the relationships between various Java
components.

It is natural that JDK should serve as the base platform for
delivering security technologies to Java-based solutions.
Future releases of JDK will deliver at least the following secu-
rity features:

• Basic language safety features (type safety, bytecode
verifier, class loader);

• Essential cryptographic primitives (MD5, SHA-1, DSA,
X.509, DES, triple-DES);

• Fundamental system security features (protection
domain, access control, authorization and delegation,
security policy manager); and 

• Necessary networking and Web-based security support
(user authentication protocols, code signing, secure
communication protocols such as SSL and SKIP).

Products built on top of JDK may need additional securi-
ty features. For example, the Java Web Server (previously
known as Jeeves) may provide an additional framework for
securely administering servlets, while the HotJava browser
may provide a browser-specific user interface for configur-
ing security policies.

This technical architecture is potentially limited by business
considerations such as licensing and exportability. The stan-
dard JDK will be fully exportable under US laws and thus
cannot include strong encryption technology. The Java
Cryptography Extensions will be the vehicle that makes
unexportable technology available to US domestic users.
JavaSoft will publish the API specification and documenta-
tion and make them available in accordance with the appro-
priate laws and regulations.

Not shown in Figure 1 is a policy and certification facility
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that helps reduce the complexity of system administration. We
envision that, as illustrated in Figure 2, a site security policy
may override or be a supplement to the user-specific policy.
A certification authority (CA) will assist in policy decisions.

Cryptographic library. We designed the cryptographic
library architecture to allow different service providers to sup-
ply their own, compatible implementations of the same cryp-

tographic functions. As illustrated in Figure 3, an application
developer programs to a generic security/cryptography API
obtained from JDK or its cryptographic extension package.

Depending on system installation (including the possibil-
ity of dynamic library downloading), the developer may have
a choice among several providers. One of these is Sun’s ref-
erence implementation in Java, which is typically shipped
together with the high-level APIs. Developers can use this

default or choose (by naming) a spe-
cific provider.

Such provider-conscious design is
rare in software systems but is some-
what fashionable in cryptographic
library designs. Allowing different
providers has a few advantages. For
example, the developer can plug in
a native-code implementation to
make use of an already resident
cryptographic package or a hard-
ware-based solution. Also, there are
any number of reasons that a partic-
ular user may prefer one provider
over another.

We emphasize that our design is
open so that any cryptography
provider can choose to implement to
our APIs and make the implementa-
tion available commercially.  We do
not follow a controlled-provider
approach and do not seek to certify
or restrict providers on the basis of
export control or other reasons.

Secure communication. Appli-
cations built with JDK can provide
secure network-based communica-
tions at link level, as in Sun Microsys-
tems’ SKIP technology, or at session
level, as in Netscape’s SSL protocol
(see Glossary). JavaSoft supports
open standards that solve our cus-
tomers’ technical needs, but we can
only operate within our business
restrictions. 
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Glossary of cross-platform security

API Application program interface, the calling conventions an
application uses to access the operating system and other
services

AWT Abstract Windowing Toolkit, a package for building GUIs in
Java 

bytecode verifier Mechanism to verify that Java language constraints are sat-
isfied by the class bytecode

class loader Mechanism to dynamically locate and resolve Java classes
code signing Mechanism to ensure code authenticity by signing classes

with digital signatures
DES Data Encryption Standard, an encryption algorithm, cur-

rently a US federal information-processing standard
Diffie-Hellman A key-agreement mechanism based on exponentiation mod-

ulo a prime number
DSA Digital Signature Algorithm, produces digital signatures

based on arithmetic operations; a federal and NIST standard
JDK Java Development Kit
JVM Java Virtual Machine
MD5 A message digest algorithm; for digital signature applica-

tions where a large message must be compressed securely
before being signed; an Internet standard

SHA-1 Secure hash algorithm (revised 1994), developed by NIST
SKIP Simple key management for Internet protocols
SSL secure sockets layer, TCP/IP security protocol 
TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, commu-

nications protocols that connect Internet hosts 
type safety Mechanism to ensure that an object of one type cannot be

mistakenly viewed as an incompatible type

.



For example, SSL and SKIP support different “flavors,” in
that the user has a choice of which algorithm to use for key
exchange and which to use for encrypting traffic. One flavor
would be to use Diffie-Hellman for key exchange and triple-
DES for traffic encryption.

However, some of these algorithms are proprietary, so it
is practically impossible to include them in a toolkit such as
JDK. This means that, as part of JDK, Java-based implemen-
tations of SSL and SKIP may be available in a limited num-
ber of flavors, while end-user products may bundle SSL and
SKIP in fuller flavors.

Flexible security policy. The sandbox as it stands now
is fixed and hard to change (and it is not meant to be
changed lightly). To allow for flexible security policies, we
must have mechanisms for supporting fine-grained authen-
tication and authorization.

Java will be deployed on a wide range of platforms, where
user authentication takes place in various forms—from sim-
ple password-based login to public-key technology with
hardware support. Therefore, we must allow multiple ways
to establish identity, but provide a uniform way to access
such identity information.  One benefit of this approach is
that the Java runtime can support features such as single
sign-on and interface with legacy systems.  

Authorization at runtime depends on many factors, includ-
ing the code base (whether it is local or remote, and which
hosts), whether the code is signed and by whom, and
whether we recognize and trust the signers. We envision
specifying a policy in terms of sets of permissions, where
any piece of code runs with a permissions set in effect.

The permissions format is typed in the sense that it allows
for extension and customization. For example, the follow-
ing are three permissions JavaSoft has specified to permit
reading a file, connecting to a specified host at a particular
port number, and exiting the Java runtime.

COM.JavaSoft File read path

COM.JavaSoft Net connect remoteIP:port

COM.JavaSoft Runtime allow system.exit

We expect that this format will evolve in the near future
and that we will publish a full specification for consultation.

Protection domains. A fundamental concept and impor-
tant building block of system security is called the protec-
tion domain.8 A domain can be scoped by the set of objects
that are currently directly accessible by a principal. A prin-

cipal is an entity in the computer system to which the sys-
tem grants authorizations (and, as a result, accountability).
The Java sandbox is an example of a protection domain with
a fixed boundary.

By default, the system must keep protection domains from
interacting with each other. Any permitted interaction must be
either through trusted system code or explicitly allowed by
the domains concerned. Often a domain supports inheritance:
a subdomain automatically inherits the parent domain’s secu-
rity attributes. In certain cases, however, the parent further
restricts the subdomain explicitly. Relaxing a subdomain is
also a possibility with the notion of trusted code.

Protection domains generally fall into two distinct cate-
gories: system and application. It is important that all pro-
tected external resources, such as the file system, the
networking facility, and the screen and keyboard, are only
accessible via system domains. Figure 4 shows the domain
composition of a Java runtime.

Each domain (system or application) may also implement
additional protection of its internal resources within its own
domain boundary. Because it is unlikely that the JDK sys-
tem can predict or enforce the semantics of such protection,
the protection system at this level is best left to the applica-
tion developers.

One example is a banking application, where the banking
software can support and protect internal concepts such as a
checking account, deposits, withdrawals, and so on. The
developer for the banking application can use the protection
domain primitive in JDK to run the application in a domain,
thus insulating the application from other applications. The
developer can also construct the system so that the handling
of each separate account runs inside a distinct subdomain,
thus ensuring that accounts cannot be accidentally mixed up.

For convenience, we can think of the system domain as a
single, big collection of all system code. For better protection,
though, system code can run in multiple system domains,
where each domain protects a particular type of resource
and has a special set of rights. For example, as shown in
Figure 5, file system code and network system code can run
in two separate domains, where neither has rights to the
other’s resources. With this arrangement, the risks and con-
sequences of an error or security flaw in one system domain
are more likely to be confined within its boundary. 
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Multidomain computation. A thread of execution (not
necessarily tied to a single thread) may occur completely
within a single protection domain. Alternatively, it may
involve an application domain and also the system domain,
as shown in Figure 6.

For example, an application that prints a message must
interact with the system domain, which is the only access
point to an output stream. In this case, it is crucial that the
application domain does not gain additional permissions at
any time by calling the system domain. If it does, there can
be security implications.

In the reverse situation, a system domain invokes a
method from an application domain, such as when the AWT
system domain calls an applet’s paint method to display the
applet. In these situations, it is again crucial that the effec-
tive access rights are the same as current rights enabled in
the application domain at all times. The generalization is an
execution thread that can also traverse multiple protection
domains, as shown in Figure 7.

An exceptional case is when a piece of trusted system code
can temporarily exercise more permissions than are avail-
able directly to the application. This is necessary in some
cases. For example, a user cannot have direct access to the
password file, but can call a trusted system utility that
changes the password on the user’s behalf. In this situation,
the system utility must enter a special privileged mode.  

The following are simple and prudent rules of thumb for
calculating permissions:

• The permission of an execution thread is the intersec-
tion of the permissions of all protection domains tra-
versed by the execution thread.

• When a piece of code in the execution thread has
entered its privileged mode, the intersection of permis-
sion is applied only to protection domains between the
privileged code and the end of the thread.

THIS ARTICLE HAS GIVEN A VERY BRIEF OVERVIEW
of Java’s basic security mechanisms—those existing, and some
planned for the future. We have chosen to describe in some
detail the design of the cryptographic library and the concept
of protection domain,10-12 but have not had room to elabo-
rate on other topics such as password-protected authentica-

tion protocols,13 access control and delegation,14-16 and secure
remote method invocation. We expect to report our design
and implementation experiences in future articles.
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